Countdown to ICD-10

Tips, Hints & Pointers...

Where to find Information

Remember there are key e-Learnings available on The Commons and HealthStream (HS). Each eLearning is less than 10 minutes.

For information on logging into The Commons:
www.commonslearning.com

- PHS-SHS: ICD-10 Just the Facts
- PHS-SHS: ICD-10 Stuff You Should Know
- PHS-SHS: ICD-10 Procedural Documentation
- PHS-SHS: ICD-10 and DRG

The ICD-10 Survival Guide can be found on The Commons.

On the main page under Community Pages click “ICD-10 Providers”>scroll down to “Featured Content”>The ICD-10 Survival Guide is under “Ambulatory” or “Inpatient” in PDF format.

A new eLearning “ICD-10 Concepts You Should Know” is coming in The Commons September 2015 and will cover:

- Problem List usage and myths
- Documentation pearls
- Editing Smart Phrases
- HCC
- IMO

What will change on 10.1

ICD-10 becomes the primary code set. Where you see ICD-9 in a single column today, you will see ICD-10. Where there are two columns, one for 9 and one for 10, the column order will change, making ICD-10 the first.

The Problem List does not change. We have been clinically live since EPIC deployments.

Continue searching for more specific diagnoses or accurate clinical terminology for the diagnosis when submitting orders

No new codes or terms will be introduced on 10/1. The next IMO load is in November.

Patient care and the need for specific clinical documentation does not change.

SUPPORT FOR CLINICIANS

CLINICAL INFORMATICS SUPPORT:
PHCMC – (818) 496-1985
PSJHC – (310) 829-8727
PSJMC – (818) 847-3794
PTMC – (818) 757-8807
PLCMMC-T – (310) 303-5203
PLCMMC-SP – (310) 514-5344
Ambulatory – (310) 303-6728

- Epic will not have a Command Center as the clinical ICD-10 functionality is already in production.
- For Epic related issues, call the Epic Support Team directly 1-855-415-8188 or call the IS Service Desk as you normally do and “Press 1 for Epic.”